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Abstract. The thin foil acceleration method was tested in explosively-driven experiments with shock
compressed PMMA and polyethylene at shock pressures up to 35 GPa. A transition was observed ffom
the behavior expected for condensed matter to the gas-like response of the PMMA sampies.
Measurements of the PMMA unloading isentrope have been completed by modification of the equation
of state in the vaporization region.

INTRODUCTION

This work has been performed as part of the
search for possible ways to utilize the capabilities of
laser and particle beams techniques in shock wave
and equation of state physics. The peculiarity of
these techniques is that we have to deal with
micron-thick targets and not well reproducible
incident shock wave parameters, so all
measurements should be of a high resolution and be
done in one shot.

Besides the Hugoniots, the experimental basis
for creating the equations of state includes
isentropes corresponding to unloading of shock-
compressed matter. Experimental isentrope data are
most important in the region of vaporization. With
guns or explosive facilities, the unloading isentrope
is recovered flom a series of experiments where the
shock wave parameters in plates of standard low-
irnpedance materials placed behind the sample are
measured [1,2]. The specific internal energy and
specific volume are calculated from the measured
p(u) release curve which corresponds to the
Riemann integral. This way is not quite suitable for
experiments with beam techniques where the

incident shock waves are not well reproducible.
The thick foil method [3] provides a few

experimental points on the isentrope in one shot.
When a higher shock impedance foil is placed on
the surface of the material studied, the release phase
occurs by steps, whose durations correspond to that
for the shock wave to go back and forth in the foil.
The velocity during the different steps, connected
with the knowledge of the Hugoniot of the foil,
allows us to determine a few points on the
isentropic” unloading curve. However, the method
becomes insensitive when the low pressure range of
vaporization is reached in the course of the
unloading. The isentrope in this region can be
measured by recording the smooth acceleration of a
thin witness plate foil. With the mass of the foil
known, measurements of the foil acceleration will
give us the vapor pressure.

MEASURING THE UNLOADING
ISENTROPE OF SHOCK-COMPRESSED

PMMA

Earlier [4] evidence was found that vaporization
of PMMA occurs at unloading after shock
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1. Introduction

Elastic recoil detection, ERD, is a very usefbl technique for the detection of light

elements in a heavier matrix [1-4]. Experimental requirements restrict the detected

elements to be lighter than the beam element. In order to prevent the incident particles

scattered from the matrix to reach the detector a range foil is installed in fi-ont of it. H

profiles [2] can thus be obtained with He beams. Using heavier beams, like Si ions [5],

elements like C, N, and O can also be detected. The right choice of the beam energy and

range foil thickness can avoid the possible overlap of signals when analyzing a thin

film. As the atomic number of the recoiled particles increases, its energy detection

becomes more problematic using the conventional energy detectors because the

resolution is progressively degraded [6]. Besides, the energy spread of the particles

passing through the range foil is broadened increasing fhrther the degradation of the

energy resolution. To circumvent these problems a number of methods have been

reported including AE-E recoil telescopes [7,8] and energy and time-of-flight ERD

recoil telescopes, E-TOF-ERD, [9-12]. The E-TOF-ERD solution is often used because

of the good mass resolution of the time of flight measurement.

In this paper we summarize our results on the quantification of E-TOF-ERD

spectra using the coincidence time-energy plot to separate overlapping signals of

particles having different mass but the same energy or velocity. The time domain

spectra, with a superior depth resolution are converted to energy domain spectra, which

are analyzed with the help of available computer codes simulating E-ERD spectra.

Finally, we discuss a few problems encountered during the quantification of the spectra,

and which are related to the interaction incident beam sample and to the tabulated

values of the stopping powers for heavy projectiles which seem inappropriate

2. Experimental

The E-TOF ERD set up at Sandia National Laboratories consists of two

Zebelman type [13] pickup time units set 1 m apart and a conventional surface barrier

detector [14]. The start and stop signals are generated by the electrons released when an

ions passes throu’gh a thin C foil (about 20 nm thick in our case). This setup is similar

to the one used by Thomas et al. [9], although in our case we use the energy signal not

only to gate the time signal, but to get as well the energy spectrum allowing for the
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mass separation as stated earlier. The time pickup unit further away from the sample

gives the start signal and the closer one gives the stop signal through a delay of a few

hundred of ns. Wiy that configuration the faster particles appear in the higher time

channels. The time of flight detection line is at 300 from the incident beam direction,

and the sample is oriented with a goniometer its normal forming an angle of 75° with

the direction of the incident beam and the direction of the time of flight path. The time

resolution measured when recording an spectrum of Si02 with a beam of 10 MeV Au is

about 1 ns, which is enough to have a resolution of 1 amu.

The energy and time signals are recorded in coincidence with a PC based

multiparameter acquisition system (FAST ComTec). If needed, independent energy and

time spectra without coincidence are also available. This software provides the plotting

support to select from the time-energy plot of the signals detected in coincidence the

convenient areas for the mass separation of the signals.

In the results presented here the incident beam was mostly 10 MeV Au+3,

although we have also performed experiments with Au at higher energies (15 MeV) and

with other beams (1+2 at 6.5 MeV).

3. Results and discussion

2.1. Dose and solid angle determination

The incident Au beam irradiated an area of the sample of typically 2x7 mm2.

Using a beam of heavy ions the production of secondary electrons and recoiled species

in the interaction beam sample is very important and it is difficult to keep all the

charged particles produced inside the Faraday cage, affecting a proper determination of

the inadiation dose and detector solid angle. To overcome this problem we measured

the dose and solid angle by measuring the Au implanted in a sample scanning across the

implanted area a 1 mm diameter He beam while recording RBS spectra. The amount of

Au was deduced using a standard sample of Bi implanted on Si. Fig. 1 shows the profile

of the Au implantation.

2.2. Quantljication of E-TOF-ERD measurements
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Fig. 2 (a) and (b) shows the energy and time spectra of a Si02 film grown on a Si

wafer. The Si and O have been separated from the time-energy plot. The continuous line

in the energy spectra is the simulation generated with the program SIMNR4 [15].

Simulating the spectra we systematically found that the Si signal required about 30 YO

more dose than the O signal in order to have a good fit between the experimental

spectrum and the simulation. This could be due to the time detector being more efficient

for the Si than for the O. Simulation with TRIM [16] to get the average angle of

dispersion in the time pickup foils and a distribution of the dispersed particles as a

fimction of the exit angle, gave similar results for both atomic species. Later

experiments on other thin films containing O like A1203 films grown on Al, gave the

same efficiency for Al and O, therefore the observed fact for Si02 samples must have an

origin related to the sample character. The time domain spectra can be converted to time

domain. A simpIe BASIC program was written to read the time domain spectrum and

convert it to energy domain using the relation of the kinetic energy, E = (1/2)m(L/t)2,

where m is the mass of the particle, L the fixed length between the two pickup time

units and t the time of flight of the particle. Fig. 2 (c) shows the time converted spectra

and the simulations generated with SIMNRA. As it happened with the original energy

spectra, in the time-converted spectra, the simulation of the Si signal required a higher

dose than the O signal. The improved depth resolution of these time-converted spectra

is clearly seen when comparing them to the original energy ones.

2.3. Stoppingpower problems for heavy ions

The stopping power of the moving ion in the matrix of the sample under analysis

is of paramount importance to perform quantitative analysis with ion beam techniques.

As stated we used the code SIMNRA to simulate the ERD spectra for its quantification.

This code provides the choice of two tables of stopping powers, denoted Andersen-

Ziegler and Ziegler-Biersack, to fit the spectra[15]. For the case of Au ions in a SiOz

matrix these values disagree as shows Fig. 3. The disagreement is specially high for 10

MeV, the energy of our incident Au beam. He RBS measurements on samples later

measured by E-TOF-ERD showed that the Andersen-Ziegler values gave the same

thickness for the films in both techniques, while the Ziegler-Biersack values gave much

more thinner values for the film thickness in the E-TOF-ERD technique. Similar results

where observed for Si3N4 samples.
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2.4. Interaction incident beam sample

While performing repeated E-TOF-ERD measurements with 10 MeV Au ions on -

Si02 films grown on Si substrate the oxide film was eroded away rather fast as noticed

by the change in shape of the O and Si signals of either the time or energy spectra. The

quantification of the etching process, that is the oxide atoms removed per incident Au

ion, was performed by taking successive spectra. Two types of measurements were

made: ones meant to measure the thickness of the oxide (with lower irradiation dose)

Zand other ones, with higher irradiation dose, meant to erode the oxide. The thickness of

the remaining oxide layer was measured simulating the ERD spectra with the SIMNR4

code and from the area of the O signal of either the energy or time spectra separated

from the coincidence time-energy plot using the process described above in paragraphs

2.1. and 2.2. Fig. 4 shows a plot of the remaining Si02 layer after a given dose of Au

Oszions. An etch@ rate of about 200 SiOz atoms per incident Au atoms is obtained from

the plot. Simulation made with TRIM gave values of about35 atoms per incident ion. In

the plot it can be seen an small amount of oxide resisting to be eroded away. Comparing

the spectra of the remaining oxide with E-TOF-ERD spectra of fresh oxide 5 run thick,

it is observed that while for the fresh spectra the O signal either in the energy or time

spectra is thin and tall, the same signal for the remaining oxide is wider and more

rounded. This may be due to corrugations formed by the bombarding ions which make

more difficult a complete removal of the oxygen. Using other beans like 6.5 MeV I (to

have the same energy per nucleon than 10 MeV Au), or 15 MeV Au similar effects of

fast etch rate have been observed for Si02. Other materials like A1203 on Al or CUO on

Cu have not shown such behavior and no appreciable thinning of the oxide was

observed after rather long measurements. If we consider that such a fast erosion rate

could be due to a coulombic explosion because of a fast accumulation of charge, this

hypothesis would explain the unobserved effects on A1203 or CUO as those films are

formed on a conducting metallic substrate which are abIe of rekming much faster the

accumulated electrical charge than the Si substrate.

Summary



E-TOF-ERD is a technique capable of giving valuable information because of

the possibility of mass separation and an improved depth resolution with the detection

of time of flight. It is very easy to convert a time domain spectrum to the energy domain

and then use the existing simulation computer codes as a help for the quantification of

the results, although it would nice and not more difficult that for the energy analysis to

write programs to simulate time spectra. Care must de taken, when using heavy ions, to

use reliable stopping power values and be cautious about the interaction effects of the

beam with the sample. As the heavy ions produce a lot of electrons and recoils from the

sample, especial care must be taken for the determination of the irradiation dose.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Profile of the Au implanted in a Si02 sample measured by E-TOF-ERD for a

long time. The profile was obtained by RBS scanning a He beam of about 1 mm

diameter across the 2x8 mm2 implanted area.

Figure 2. (a) Separated Si and O energy spectra obtained from the coincidence time-

energy plot. In continuous line are the simulated spectra as described in the text. (b)

Same signals separated in the time domain. (c) Energy spectra obtained from the time

domain spectra. The simulations are shown in continuous line. Note the improved depth

resolution of these spectra when compared to the original energy ones.

Figure 3. The two sets of stopping power values for Au in Si02 tabulated in the RBS

and ERD simulation code SIMNRA. In E-TOF-ERD experiments with 10 MeV Au

ions, Andersen- Ziegler values give results in agreement with He RB S measurements.

Figure 4. An etching rate of about 200 Si02 atoms per incident Au ion can be deduced

from this plot of the measured oxide thickness as a fimction of the irradiation dose with

10 MeV Au ions.
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